
 

Format-2 person team-1 best ball. These tournament scores will be posted by the OSWGA Handicap Chair. On the card above, the team has circled the best ball 

they have chosen for each hole. Then they brought down the gross score to the gross line. Deducting strokes when applicable they have entered the net score in 

the net box. Note that on the 5th hole in yellow, they did not circle which ball they used. OSWGA policy is that when a score is not circled, the scoring committee 

will use the highest score. You’ll note that this team brought down the highest score-it is not for the scoring committee to decide if it’s human error. We must 

assume the 5 was not a legitimate score and the 6 gross will stand. While you are not responsible for addition, you are responsible for circling and bringing down 

the scores. So you say, the other team kept my score-it’s their fault. We respond by reminding all it is your responsibility to check your card before signing and 

turning it in. We suggest after you finish a complete front or back 9, you compare cards in your group and catch any errors at that time making scoring less of a 

job at the end of the round. Please note on the 2nd hole in green, Robin picked up lying 9 so she put an X in the box with her max of 8-for handicap purposes. 

Also note there are addition errors, but the players are not penalized for addition errors. Feel free to use your smart phone AFTER play with a calculator app.  

New this year-you can earn USGA State Team Points in some 2 person BB events. To be eligible, you must declare to the group on your first tee that you are 

playing for the points. Then you must add your score across and write USGA Pts, then have it initialed by your opponent as noted in the blue box above. The 

addition was wrong, but again, the player is not penalized. Should you pick up at any point, record an X thus your score would not be eligible and no other 

notation is necessary. At the end of the round, kindly add individual scores as well as the gross and net for the team and have scorers from both groups sign the 

cards as indicated above. Thanks for your help and thanks in advance for picking the person who writes the most legibly to do the scoring.  FYI-Players and scores 

on sample cards are picked randomly and intended for demonstration purposes only. Any questions-please ask Jackie or Chris. 


